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Abstrat

We develop an algorithm for parallel disk sorting, whose I/O ost approahes

the lower bound and that guarantees almost perfet overlap between I/O

and omputation. Previous algorithms have either suboptimal I/O volume

or annot guarantee that I/O and omputations an always be overlapped.

We give an eÆient implementation that an (at least) ompete with the

best pratial implementations but gives additional performane guarantees.

For the experiments we have on�gured a state of the art mahine that an

sustain full bandwidth I/O with eight disks and is very ost e�etive.
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1 Introdution

Sorting is one of the most important operations performed on omputers. In partiular, sort-

ing is a ruial tool when it omes to proessing large volumes of data in seondary memory.

Sine a single disk is muh heaper than a high performane omputer, a high performane

external sorting algorithm needs to be able to exploit many disks. Interestingly, parallel disk

sorting is a nontrivial problem. Asymptotially I/O optimal deterministi algorithms [16, 17℄

are ompliated and have rather large onstant fators. There are relatively simple random-

ized algorithms that approah the lower bound of 2N=DB log

M=B

N=B I/Os for sorting N

elements using D disks, fast memory of size M , and bloks of size B [11℄. These algorithms

are so lose to algorithms used in pratie that theory and pratie seem to be in harmony

here. However, at least two issues remain before we an laim that the best randomized the-

oretial algorithms are also good in pratie: We need a high performane implementation

and we have to reonsider the model of omputation when talking about onstant fators.

Perhaps the main issue for sorting is that I/O and internal work are ompletely separate

issues in the I/O model of Vitter and Shriver [28℄. In this paper we therefore design an

algorithm that overlaps I/O and omputation and give an eÆient implementation.

Perhaps the most widely used external sorting algorithm is k-way merge sort. In Se-

tion 2, we explain how its best known randomized parallel disk version [11℄ an be adapted to

allow almost perfet overlapping of I/O and omputation. The idea is straight-forward: Use

an additional overlap bu�er that deouples I/O and omputation. We prove that k +�(D)

bloks bu�er size are neessary and suÆient to allow almost perfet overlap. This is non-

trivial to prove beause we have to take into aount the interations between input, disk

load balaning, merging, and output.

Whereas Setion 2 uses synhronized parallel disk I/O steps to obtain a simple ost

model, Setion 3 explains how to implement the algorithm portably and eÆiently in a fully

asynhronous manner. The implementation is part of <stxxl>, a C++ library for external

memory algorithms that we are urrently developing. <stxxl> implements algorithms and

data strutures from the standard template library STL for massive data sets. The I/O

layer | the lowest layer of <stxxl> | supports eÆient asynhronous I/O that is urrently

implemented using multi-threading and unbu�ered bloking �le system I/O.

In Setion 4 we desribe how to ahieve 375 MByte/s measured I/O bandwidth for

about 3000 ¤ using a dual-Xeon server board with multiple PCI busses, four heap IDE

disk ontrollers, and eight 80 GByte disks. This is about one third of the measured main

memory bandwidth of this system so that one an onlude that on mahines on�gured

for high bandwidth I/O, the I/O bandwidth is hardly a limiting fator even if ost is an

issue. Although the partiular hardware on�guration is a very dated result, we believe that

a detailed desription exempli�es an approah to on�gure hardware that will be valid for

some time to ome.

Setion 5 summarizes the results of more than 1000 hours of experiments. <stxxl> is

up to three times faster than previous libraries sustaining an I/O bandwidth of up to 315

MByte/s overlapped with sorting. It turns out that optimizing the number of I/O steps using

the prefething algorithm [11℄ does not optimize the overall exeution time. Rather, the best

results use an additional overlap bu�er. The bloks sizes needed for good performane are
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several MBytes so that for large inputs, we enter the area where supposedly theoretial

algorithms outperform plain striping that inreases the blok size requirement by another

fator D. Perhaps the best way to haraterize the bottom line performane of our system

bought in July 2002 is to note that it sorts more ost e�etively than the system that won

the April 2002 Penny

2

Sort Benhmark but it does that about 6.5 times

3

faster than this

low end system with two disks.

Related Work

The design of the <stxxl> library owes a lot to the previous external memory libraries

TPIE [26, 4℄, LEDA-SM[10℄, and JavaXXL [24, 25℄. <stxxl> adds emphasis on high perfor-

mane, i.e., parallel disks, overlapping of I/O and omputation, large inputs, and low internal

overhead. None of the above libraries expliitly handles parallel disks and overlapping I/O

and omputation relies largely on the operating system. We view this as problemati

4

for

leading edge performane beause prefething and ahing of the operating system knows

less about the appliation, leaves less memory for sorting itself, and often requires additional

opies of the data. LEDA-SM, TPIE, and [9, 8℄ allow only 2GByte input size.

Barve and Vitter [6℄ implement a parallel disk algorithm [5℄ that an be viewed as the

immediate anestor of our algorithm. Innovations with respet to this work are: A di�er-

ent alloation strategy that enables better theoretial I/O bounds [12, 11℄; a prefething

algorithm that optimizes I/O steps and never evits data previously fethed; overlapping

of I/O and omputation; a ompletely asynhronous implementation that reats exibly to

utuations in disk speeds; and an implementation that sorts many GBytes and does not

have to arti�ially limit internal memory size to obtain a nontrivial number of runs.

Chaudhry and Cormen [9, 8℄ give a sophistiated external memory implementation of

olumn sort that uses parallel disks and proessors. The algorithm also has the theoretial

advantage of being deterministi. This theoretial advantage translates into the pratial

bene�t that disk aess patterns are very regular and easy to overlap with omputation. A

drawbak of olumn sort is that even in its most sophistiated form, it needs about 50 % larger

I/O volume than multi-way merge sort (three versus two passes over the data). Another

drawbak is that olumn sort seems to need rather �ne grained I/O beause the maximum

possible blok size for about half of the I/Os is about N

1=3

. For example, for 2GByte of 128

byte reords this would be bloks of 32KByte whih is far from the optimal blok sizes that

are nowadays measured in MBytes (see Figure 13). A theoretial disadvantage is that the

maximal input size for whih the three-pass algorithm works is O

�

M

3=2

�

. For omparison,

multi-way merge sort allows O(M

2

=B) elements for a two-pass algorithm and O(M

3

=B

2

)

for a three-pass algorithm. Column sort an be applied to larger inputs using reursion but

this does not lead to asymptotially optimal performane.

2

The ost of the hardware is spread over three years. Then it is measured how muh data an be sorted in

an interval of time that osts one US-ent. See http://researh.mirosoft.om/bar/sortbenhmark/.

3

We sort the same amount of 125 million 100 byte elements but use 8 byte keys rather than 10 byte keys.

We believe that for a tuned implementation and random keys this makes little di�erene.

4

We observed an extreme example on an earlier Solaris based experimental platform: The system dis-

arded ahed bloks more slowly than they ame in from parallel disks. The result was that all the

appliation memory was swapped out in favor of ahed disk bloks that were not needed at all : : : .
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Rajasekaran [21℄ gives another asymptotially suboptimal deterministi parallel disk sort-

ing algorithm that runs in three passes for not too large inputs.

Prefeth bu�ers for disk load balaning and overlapping of I/O and omputation has

been intensively studied [20, 7, 3, 13, 12, 11℄. But we have not seen results that guarantee

overlapping of I/O and omputation during parallel disks merging of arbitrary runs.

There are many good pratial implementations of sorting (e.g. [18, 1, 29, 19℄) that ad-

dress parallel disks, overlapping of I/O and omputation, and low internal overhead. How-

ever, we are not aware of fast implementations that give theoretial performane guarantees

on ahieving asymptotially optimal I/O. Most pratial implementations use a form of strip-

ing that requiresO(N=DB log

�(M=DB)

N=B) I/Os rather than the optimalO(N=DB log

�(M=B)

N=B).

This di�erene is usually onsidered insigni�ant for pratial purposes. But on our system

we already have to go somewhat below the blok sizes that give best performane in Fig-

ure 13 if the input size is 128 GBytes. Another redution of the blok size by a fator of

eight ould inrease the run time signi�antly. We are also not aware of high performane

implementations that guarantee overlap of I/O and omputation during merging for inputs

suh as the one desribed in the beginning of Setion 2.3.

On the other hand, many of the pratial merits of our implementation are at least

omparable with the best atual implementations: We are lose to the peak performane of

our system and its prie performane ratio is better than anything we have seen. Our library

should also be easy to use sine it is based on the well known interfae of the STL.

2 Multi-way Merge Sort with Overlapped I/Os

This setion derives an parallel disk sorting algorithm that almost perfetly overlaps I/O

and omputation. More formally, the following theorem is shown.

Theorem 1. Let L denote the time needed for aessing one blok of size B on eah of D

disks. Let T

sort

(n) denote the time needed to sort n elements internally and `(k) the time

needed to produe one element of output in internal k-way merging. If I/O and omputation

an be overlapped, N elements an be sorted in time

max

�

k

0

T

sort

�

N

k

0

�

;

2LN

DB

�

+O

�

LM

DB

�

+

�

log

�(M=B)

k

0

�

�

max

�

2LN

(1� �)DB

; `(k)N

�

+O

�

Lmin

�

M

B

;

D

�

log

D

�

���

where k

0

= O(N=M) is the total number of runs, k = �(M=B) is the merging degree used,

and � = �(DB=M).

To help reading this ompliated formula, one an note that in all pratial ases, k = k

0

,

�

log

�(M=B)

k

0

�

= 1, and � is some small onstant. The �rst line orresponds to a run formation

phase that reads bathes of size �(M) from disk, sorts them internally, and writes them

bak to disk. Setion 2.1 establishes that any internal sorting algorithm an be perfetly

overlapped with I/O exept for O(M=DB) I/Os at the beginning and at the end.

The seond line of the time bound orresponds to merging the sorted runs into a single

sorted run. Sine this result is signi�antly more diÆult to establish, it is obtained in three
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Figure 1: Data ow through the di�erent kinds of bu�ers for overlapped parallel disk multi-

way merging. Data is moved in units of bloks exept between the merger and the write

bu�er.
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Figure 2: Overlapping I/O and omputation during run formation.

steps. Setion 2.2 desribes merging from the point of view of a merging thread that reads

bloks in an order predited during run formation and writes individual elements. Eah

blok has to be read exatly one using one merge bu�er blok for eah run. Setion 2.3

explains how an I/O thread interfaes this view with a I/O model that allows parallel aess

to D arbitrary bloks in an I/O step [2℄. The I/O thread is responsible for overlapping I/O

with omputation. Using an overlap bu�er the algorithm ahieves perfet overlapping of

I/O and omputation up to a small overhead for �lling and emptying the merge bu�ers.

Setion 2.4 explains how a prefeth bu�er an be used to implement this parallel aess

model on D parallel disks. This emulation osts a onstant fator lose to one in I/O

overhead plus a logarithmi additive term. Figure 1 illustrates the data ow between these

omponents of parallel disk multi-way merging.
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2.1 Run Formation

There are many ways to overlap I/O and run formation. We start with a very simple method

that treats internal sorting as a blak box and hene an use the fastest available internal

sorters.

5

Two threads ooperate to build k runs of size M=2:

post a read request for runs 1 and 2

thread A: | thread B:

for r:=1 to k do | for r:=1 to k-2 do

wait until run r is read | wait until run r is written

sort run r | post a read request for run r+2

post a write request for run r |

Figure 2 illustrates how I/O and omputation is overlapped by this algorithm. We omit the

proof of the following theorem that would essentially be a simple formalization of Figure 2.

Corollary 2. An input of size N an be transformed into sorted runs of size �(M=2) in

time max(2T

sort

(

M

2

)

N

M

;

2LN

DB

)+O(

LM

DB

) where T

sort

(n) denotes the time for sorting n elements

internally and where L is the time needed for an I/O step.

A natural question arising from this disussion is how long the runs an be if we want to

overlap I/O and omputation. Knuth [14, Setion 5.4.1℄ desribes an algorithm that ahieves

average run length 2M . A reent implementation that even works for variable length reords

has been desribed by Larson and Graefe [15℄. However, this algorithm is not ahe eÆient

and requires an additional pointer for eah element in the input. We therefore outline a

relatively simple reformulation that is spae eÆient even for small reords, ahe eÆient,

and provably allows overlapping of I/O and omputation.

An more abstrat formulation is a good starting point: The algorithm maintains two

priority queues Q and Q

0

. Initially,M elements are inserted into Q. The following operations

are repeated until Q is empty:

q := deleteMinimum(Q)

read a new element q

0

from the input

if q

0

< q then Q

0

:insert(q

0

) else Q:insert(q

0

)

write(q)

Then one run is �nished, and a new run is started based on the now M elements in Q

0

.

Although there are ahe eÆient priority queues [23℄, these have a too large worst ase

aess time and we have to explain how to make the queues spae eÆient. The following

representation solves both problems: Let � denote some small onstant. We represent the

priority queues by olletions of sorted sequenes of size up to �M . Q additionally has a

bu�er priority queue Q

0

of size up to �M . Q

0

also has an insertion bu�er Q

0

0

that is an

unsorted bag of up to �M elements. Insertions into Q or Q

0

go into these bu�ers. When

they are �lled, they are sorted and added to the olletion of sorted sequenes for the

queues. This takes time T

sort

(�M). Sine the size of a run inreases by �M whenever a

5

If this method has not been published yet, we would still guess that it is folklore.
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new sorted sequene is added, the average number of sequenes in a run is 2=�. Using a

binary heap for Q

0

and multi-way merging for Q, a deleteMinimum an be implemented in

time O(1=�). The average ase insertion time into the bu�ers is O(1) even if binary heaps

are used. Using O(max(DB; �M)) additional spae for bu�ering input and output, perfet

overlapping between I/O and omputation is possible. The sorted sequenes an be made

spae eÆient by representing them as a linked list of small bloks of elements. As soon as

the last element of a blok is removed, the blok is put into a free list that supplies empty

bloks when building new sorted sequenes.

In the full paper we will desribe a further algorithm with similar properties that does not

require binary heaps and replaes multi-way merging by distribution of elements to bukets

and hene might be faster for \well behaved" integer keys.

2.2 Multi-way Merging

We want to merge k sorted sequenes omprising N

0

elements stored in N

0

=B bloks (In

pratial situation, where a single merging phase suÆes, we will have N

0

= N). In eah

iteration the merging thread hooses the smallest remaining element from the k sequenes and

hands it over to the I/O thread. Predition of read operations is based on the observation

that the merging thread need not aess a blok until its smallest element beomes the

smallest unread element. We therefore reord the smallest keys of eah blok during run

formation. By merging the resulting k sequenes of smallest elements, we an produe a

sequene � of blok identi�ers that indiates the exat order in whih bloks are logially

read by the merging thread. The overhead for produing and storing the predition data

struture is negligible beause its size is a fator at least B smaller than the input.

The predition sequene � is used as follows. The merging thread maintains the invariant

that it always bu�ers the k �rst bloks in � that ontain unseleted elements, i.e., initially,

the �rst k bloks from � are read into these merge bu�ers. When the last element of a merge

bu�er blok is seleted, the now empty bu�er frame is returned to the I/O thread and the

next blok in � is read.

The keys of the smallest elements in eah bu�er blok are kept in a tournament tree data

struture [14℄ so that the urrently smallest element an be seleted in time O(log k). Hene,

the total internal work for merging is O(N

0

log k). To establish that this strategy orretly

merges the sequenes, we have to show that the smallest element not seleted yet resides in

a blok that is bu�ered.

Lemma 3. At any point during multi-way merging, the smallest element among the elements

in the k merge bu�er bloks is minimal among all elements not yet seleted by the merging

thread.

Proof. Suppose there is an unseleted element e that is smaller than all unseleted elements

in the merge bu�er bloks. Element e must be the smallest element of some blok b in some

sequene j suh that none of the bloks of sequene j are in a merge bu�er blok. Sine

there are only k input sequenes, there must be another sequene j

0

for whih at least two

bloks b

0

and b

00

are bu�ered. Call the �rst element of the seond blok e

00

. Sine b

00

was read

before b we must have e

00

� e. Furthermore, there must be an unseleted element e

0

in b

0

and
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we have e

0

� e

00

� e. This ontradits the assumption that e is smaller than any bu�ered

unseleted element.

We have now de�ned multi-way merging from the point of view of the sorting algorithm.

Our approah to merging slightly deviates from previous approahes that assign eah merge

bu�er blok to one input sequene and where the last key in the previous blok deides

about the position of a blok in �. With respet to performane, both approahes should be

similar. Our approah is somewhat simpler however | the merging thread need not know

anything about the k input runs and how they are alloated. Its only input is the predition

sequene �. In a sense, we are merging bloks and the order in � makes sure that the overall

e�et is that the input runs are merged. A oneptual advantage is that data within a blok

deides about when a blok is read.

2.3 Overlapping I/O and Merging

Although we an predit the order in whih bloks are read, we annot easily predit how

muh internal work is done between two reads. For example, onsider k idential runs storing

the sequene
1

B�1

2 3

B�1

4 5

B�1

6
� � � . After initializing the merge bu�ers, the merging thread

will onsume k(B � 1) values `1' before it posts another read. Then it will post one read

after seleting eah of the next k values (2). Then there will be a pause of another k(B � 1)

steps and another k reads quikly following eah other, et. We explain how to overlap I/O

and omputation despite of this irregularity using the I/O model of Aggarwal and Vitter

[2℄ that allows aess to D arbitrary bloks within one I/O step. To model overlapping of

I/O and omputation, we assume that an I/O step takes time L and an be done in parallel

with internal omputations. We maintain an overlap bu�er that stores up to k + 3D bloks

in a FIFO manner. Whenever the overlap bu�er is nonempty, a read an be served from

it without bloking. Writing is implemented using a write bu�er FIFO with 2DB elements

apaity. An I/O thread inputs or outputs D bloks in time L using the following strategy:

Whenever no I/O is ative and at least DB elements are present in the write bu�er, an

output step is started. When no I/O is ative, less than D output bloks are available, and

at least D overlap bu�ers are unused, then the next D bloks from � are fethed into the

overlap bu�er.

The following theorem states that this simple strategy allows almost perfet overlapping

of I/O and omputation.

Theorem 4. Merging k sorted sequenes with a total of N

0

elements an be implemented to

run in time

max

�

2LN

0

DB

; `N

0

�

+O

�

L

�

k

D

��

where ` is the time needed by the merging thread to produe one element of output and L is

the time needed to input or output D arbitrary bloks.

The most basi tool for the proof of Theorem 4, is the following suÆient ondition for

the availability of input for the merging thread.
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fetch
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Figure 3: Proof of Lemma 6.

Lemma 5. Whenever the overlap bu�er and merge bu�er together ontain at least kB ele-

ments, then at least one element an be merged without fething additional bloks.

Proof. Suppose to the ontrary that a new blok needs to be fethed. This an only be the

ase if the overlap bu�er is empty. But this implies that all k merge bu�ers are full. This

ontradits the assumption that no elements an be merged.

The key to the proof of Theorem 4 are the following two lemmas that represent the I/O

bound respetively the ompute bound ase.

Lemma 6. If 2L � DB` then the I/O thread never bloks until all input bloks are fethed.

Proof. We desribe the state of the system by the pair (w; r) where w is the number of

elements in the write bu�er and r is the total number of elements in the overlap bu�er and

the merge bu�ers. Let y = bL=` denote the number of elements that an be merged during

one I/O step. Sine 2L � DB`, we have y � DB=2. If y � DB, Lemma 5 implies that r

an never exeed kB + DB so that the overlap bu�er always has enough spae to feth D

additional bloks. The interesting ase is DB=2 � y < DB.

We want to show that the system never enters a state where the I/O thread an blok.

This an only happen if w < DB and r > kB + 2DB beause otherwise we an either

output or feth D bloks. The dark shaded area in Figure 3 de�nes this area. If r > kB + y

there are two sub-ases: If w < DB, a feth step is exeuted leading to the state transition

(w; r) ; (w + y; r + DB � y). If w � DB, an output step leads to the state transition

(w; r) ; (w � DB + y; r � y). With the help of Figure 3 it is now easy to see that only

the light shaded regions an lead to a transition into the bloking region. But there are no

transitions into the light shaded regions. This remains true for r � kB + y beause from

there we annot get to a state with r > kB +DB.

Lemma 7. If 2L < DB` then after k=D + 1 I/O steps, the merging thread never bloks

until all elements are merged.
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Figure 4: Proof of Lemma 7.

Proof. De�ne w, r, and y as in the proof of Lemma 6. Sine 2L < DB`, we have y < DB=2.

We want to show that the system never enters a state where the merging thread an blok.

This an only happen if w > 2DB � y or r < kB + y. Otherwise, we an distinguish

three ases illustrated in Figure 4. If the I/O thread is ative, we have the same state

transitions as in Lemma 6, (w; r); (w+ y; r+DB� y) if w < DB and r < kB+2DB and

(w; r); (w�DB+ y; r� y) if w � DB. Otherwise, the I/O thread bloks and the merging

thread moves elements to the write bu�er until there is room for fething or writing another

D bloks. These transitions imply that the only region in the state spae that an lead to a

state where the merging thread is bloked, is w � DB and r 2 [kB + y; kB + 2y). But this

region annot be reahed from a state where the merging thread is ative.

Now it is easy to establish Theorem 4.

Proof. If 2L � DB`, Lemma 6 implies that after time LN

0

=DB, all bloks have been fethed.

It remains to merge O((k +D)B) elements from the merge and overlap bu�er and to output

them. This takes time O(`(k +D)B + L dk=De) = O

�

L

�

k

D

��

.

If 2L < DB`, Lemma 7 implies that after k=D + 1 I/O steps (in time O(L dk=De), the

merging thread will merge all elements in time `N

0

. Then at most two further I/O steps

suÆe to ush the write bu�er. The overall time needed is `N

0

+ LO(dk=De).

2.4 Disk Sheduling

The I/Os for run formation and for the output of merging are perfetly balaned over all

disks if all sequenes are striped over the disks, i.e., sequenes are stored in bloks of B

elements eah and the bloks numbered i, : : : ,i+D� 1 in a sequene are stored on di�erent

disks for all i. In partiular, the original input and the �nal output of sorting an use any

kind of striping.
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The situation is more ompliated during merging. Although eah run is striped over

the disks, the order � presribed by the smallest elements in the runs an lead to highly

irregular aess patterns. Vitter and Huthinson [27℄ have shown that Randomized Cyli

Alloation (RC) makes the aesses in � at least as well balaned as independent aesses

to random disks. In RC alloation, the i-th blok of a run is stored on disk �(i mod D)

where � is a random permutation that is hosen independently for eah run. In [11℄ it is

then shown that an optimal prefeth order �

0

that uses a prefeth bu�er of size m = �(D)

bloks an be omputed from � by simulating a simple optimal writing algorithm for the

reverse sequene �

R

. It is also shown that after a startup phase of min(k +

N

0

DB

;

m

D

logm)

input steps, (1�O

�

D

m

�

)D bloks from � an be fethed per input step on the average (k is

the number of runs).

This is not quite suÆient for our purposes beause overlapping I/O and omputation

requires \uniform" progress during eah I/O step. But going bak to the probabilisti ore of

the above analysis in [22℄ we see that the result an be strengthened: In almost every input

step, (1�O(D=m))D bloks from � an be fethed. The failure probability is exponentially

small in D.

The bottom line is that a prefeth bu�er of m bloks allows us to emulate the model

assumed in Setion 2.3 exept for a short startup phase, a redution of the e�etive number

of disks by D=m, and possibly oasional \hiups" that a�et a negligible fration of the

I/O steps. We obtain the following re�ned version of Theorem 4

Corollary 8. For any � > 0 and D = 
(1=�),

6

there is a prefeth bu�er of size m = �(D=�)

suh that merging k sorted sequenes with a total of N

0

elements an be implemented to run

in time

max

�

2LN

0

(1� �)DB

; `N

0

�

+O

�

L

�

k

D

+min

�

k;

1

�

log

D

�

���

where ` is the time needed by the merging thread to produe one element of output, L is the

time needed to input or output D arbitrary bloks, and m is the size of the prefeth bu�er.

A further remark is neessary for the (unrealisti) ase of very large inputs where several

merging phases are needed. In that ase, a prefething sequene �

0

for all merging operations

in a phase should be omputed. The additive term O

�

L(

k

D

+min(k;

1

�

log

D

�

))

�

then only

ours one per phase.

3 Implementation

Our implementation of sorting is part of a new C++ library <stxxl> for external omput-

ing that is designed for maximum ompatibility with the standard template library (STL).

Another goal of the library is very high performane with support for parallel disks and

overlapping of I/O and omputation. We started with an implementation of sorting beause

it already tests many of these properties and sine an eÆient sorter is a key ingredient for

many external algorithms.

6

We believe that the last restrition is an artifat of the analysis in [22, 11℄ but a formal proof that lifts

it might be muh more ompliated without yielding muh additional insight.
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The I/O layer of <stxxl> implements asynhronous parallel blok I/O. This level sup-

ports the minimum funtionality needed to abstrat from details of the �le system and the

operating system. Our urrent implementation runs on Linux using unbu�ered synhronous

�le system I/O and POSIX threads for supporting asynhrony: There is one thread for eah

disk whih maintains a read queue and a write queue. It arbitrates between these queues

using a strategy hosen by the higher levels of the library. In our sorting algorithm, writing

is prioritized, i.e., when the thread returns from an I/O operation, it �rst heks the write

queue and posts the next request if it is nonempty. Only if the write queue is empty it tries

the read queue. Later implementations might use ompletely di�erent mehanism like the

high performane asynhronous I/O supported by DAFS

7

.

Run Formation. We build runs of size lose to M=2 but there are some di�erenes to the

simple algorithm from Setion 2.1. Overlapping of I/O and omputation is ahieved using a

all-bak mehanism supported by the I/O layer of <stxxl> rather than by multi-threading.

Thus, the sorter remains portable over di�erent operating systems with di�erent interfaes

to threading.

To limit the memory bandwidth requirements for large elements with small key �elds, we

implement key sorting, i.e., after reading elements using DMA, we extrat pairs (key; pointerToElement),

sort these pairs, and only then move elements in sorted order to write bu�ers from where

they are output using DMA.

Furthermore, we exploit random keys. We use two passes of MSD (most signi�ant digit)

radix sort of the key-pointer pairs. The �rst pass uses the m most signi�ant bits where m is

a tuning parameter depending on the size of the proessor ahes and of the TLB (translation

look-aside bu�er). This pass onsists of a ounting phase that determines buket sizes and

a distribution phase that moves pairs. The ounting phase is fused into a single loop with

pair extration. The seond pass of radix sort uses a number of bits that brings us losest to

an expeted buket size of two. This two-pass algorithm is muh more ahe eÆient than a

one-pass radix sort.

8

The remaining bukets are sorted using a omparison based algorithm:

Optimal straight line ode for n � 4, insertion sort for n 2 f5::16g, and quiksort for n > 16.

Multi-way Merging. We have adapted the tuned multi-way merger from [23℄.

Overlapping I/O and Computation. We integrate the prefeth bu�er and the overlap

bu�er to a read bu�er. We distribute the bu�er spae between the two purposes of minimizing

disk idle time and overlapping I/O and omputation indiretly by omputing an optimal

prefeth sequene for a smaller bu�er spae.

Asynhronous I/O. I/O is performed without any synhronization between the disks.

The prefether desribed in Setion 2.4 omputes a sequene �

0

of bloks indiating the

order in whih bloks should be fethed. As soon as a bu�er blok beomes available for

prefething, it is used to generate an asynhronous read request for the next blok in �

0

. All

I/O is implemented without superuous opying. Bloks are moved by DMA (diret memory

aess) diretly to user memory. A fethed blok then travels to the prefeth/overlap bu�er

7

http://www.dafsollaborative.org/

8

On our system we get a fator 3.8 speedup over one pass radix sort and a fator 1.6 over STL's sort

whih in turn is faster than a hand tuned quiksort (for sorting 2

21

pairs storing a random four byte key

and a pointer).
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and from there to a merge bu�er simply by passing a pointer. Similarly, when an element

is merged, it is diretly moved from the merge bu�er to the write bu�er and a blok of the

write bu�er is passed to the output queue of a disk simply by passing a pointer to the the

I/O layer of <stxxl> that then uses write to output the data using DMA.

4 Hardware

PCI−Busses

Controller

Channels

2x Xeon

2x64x66 Mb/s

4 Threads

E7500

1
2

8

400x64 Mb/s

MB/s
4x2x100

8x80
GBMB/s

Chipset

Intel

8x45

RAM

DDR

1 GB

Figure 5: Simpli�ed sheme of our experimental I/O-platform.

Our starting point was the belief that the gap between theory and pratie in external

memory parallel disk sorting an only be losed by demonstrating lose to peak performane

on state of the art hardware. For us and probably other groups this was a nontrivial problem.

When we started we had several year old parallel disk hardware with a fator of ten lower

bandwidth than the state of the art. More reent alternatives were PCs with a 32bit 33MHz

PCI bus that are hopelessly limited in I/O bandwidth; a �le server that ould not be used

for experiments beause it serves hundreds of researhers; and a high end ompute server for

whih a mathing equipments with disks would have ost a six digit amount of money.

We therefore deided to on�gure a hardware platform for testing external memory algo-

rithms from srath. The mahine was bought in July 2002. The design objetives were high

bandwidth at low ost, and the use of standard omponents. The �rst hallenge was to �nd

an a�ordable main-board that breaks out of the limitations of a 32bit 33MHz PCI bus. We

deided on a Supermiro SUPER P4DPE dual proessor board with two 2GHz Intel Xeon

proessors (512 KByte ahe and 2 threads per proessor) at a ost around 675+ 2� 415¤.

The board supports several independent 64bit PCI busses. Although we have not expli-

itly parallelized the sorter yet, the seond proessor is probably useful beause it makes

overlapping of I/O and omputation more e�etive. We bought 1GByte of RAM.

The next important design deision was to use IDE disks rather than SCSI disks beause

they have higher apaity and similar I/O bandwidth than SCSI disks but are muh heaper.

We deided on IBM 120GXP disks that have 80 GByte apaity at 120 ¤ eah.There were

two diÆulties to overome however. It turned out that 64bit ontrollers are very expensive.

12



Fortunately it turned out that dual hannel Promise 100 TX2 ontrollers are very heap

(around 40 ¤ eah). They work with 32 bits and 66MHz. Four of them on two 66MHz PCI

busses are suÆient to support eight disks at full bandwidth.

9

The seond problem was to �nd a asing that allows to onnet eight IDE disks given

the limited able length of the ATA standard. We hoose a asing that has the shape of a

double-bigtower. It is heaper than a omparable rak-mount asing and works with shorter

disk ables beause the motherboard in the middle. We also use round disk ables that are

less bulky than the usual at ones.

We installed Debian Linux with kernel version 2.4.20 on this mahine. Then we began

with basi performane tests. Originally we thought that disk aess via raw devies would

give maximal bandwidth. Interestingly, this was only true up to four disks. Beyond that,

the system started thrashing. We traed this problem down to the fat that there is some

software intervention for eah hunk of 512 bytes. Apparently, this overwhelms the operating

system for too many disks. Good performane is obtained using unbu�ered I/O in the ext2

�le system where �les are opened with the option O DIRECT and where addresses and blok

sizes are multiples of the virtual memory page size. Only then is it possible on PC hardware

to move data diretly from disk to user memory using DMA. We also dereased the number

of inodes (bloks with meta-data) to redue �le system overhead.

With these measures we obtain an input bandwidth of up to 375 MByte/s on eight disks

using the outermost (fastest) zones

10

of the disks. This is 97 % of the peak bandwidth

spei�ed by IBM. It was possible to attah a ninth disk obtaining 418 MByte/s. Bandwidth

saling stopped with the tenth disk. Figure 5 outlines the on�guration of our hardware.

The bottom line is that for a system that osts three to four times as muh as a standard

PC with a single disk, we obtain eight times the I/O bandwidth. We believe that suh a

system is a more likely andidate for running appliations with massive data sets than an

ordinary PC and should therefore be preferred for performane studies of external memory

algorithms.

An interesting observation is, that measuring the main memory bandwidth with the

stream benhmark

11

we see 1200 MBytes/s. This implies that any external memory algo-

rithm that aesses four bytes of main memory for eah byte of I/O may already be ompute

bound.

5 Experiments

If not otherwise mentioned, we use random 32 bit integer keys to keep internal work limited.

Runs of size 256 MByte

12

are build using key sorting with an initial iteration of 10 bit MSD

9

In reality, inompatibilities between Linux and the ontrollers fored us to use �ve ontrollers in the

following on�guration: three ontrollers with one disk eah on PCI-bus 1, two ontrollers with two disks

eah on PCI-busses 2 and 3, and one disk on the on-board ontroller.

10

Modern disks store data at a roughly onstant density so that the higher absolute speed of the outer

parts of the disk allow around twie as high bandwidth as the inner parts.

11

http://www.s.virginia.edu/stream/

12

This leaves spae for two runs build in an overlapped way, bu�ers, operating system, ode, and, for large

inputs, the fat that the urrent implementation of the ext2 �le system needs 1 byte of internal memory for
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radix sort. We hoose blok sizes in suh a way that a single merging phase using 512 MBytes

for all bu�ers suÆes. Input sizes are powers of two between 2 GByte and 128 GByte with

a default of 16 GByte

13

. When not otherwise stated, we use eight disks, 2 MByte bloks,

and the input is stored on the fastest zones. All programs are ompiled with g++ version 3.2

and optimization level -O6.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the single disk performane of <stxxl>, LEDA-SM, and TPIE.

To ompare our ode with previous implementations, we have to run them on the same

mahine beause tehnologial development in reent years has been very fast. Unfortunately,

the implementations we ould obtain, LEDA-SM [10℄ and TPIE [25℄, are limited to inputs

of size 2 GByte whih for our mahine is a rather small input. Figure 6 ompares the single

disk performane of the three libraries. Using the best blok size for eah library. The

at urves for TPIE and <stxxl> indiate that both odes are I/O bound even for small

element sizes. This is even true for the fully omparison based version of <stxxl>. Still,

<stxxl> is signi�antly faster than TPIE. This ould be due to better overlapping of I/O and

omputation or due to higher bandwidth of the �le system alls we use. <stxxl> sustains

an I/O bandwidth of 45.4 MByte/s whih is 95 % of the 48 MByte/s peak bandwidth of the

disk at their outermost zone. LEDA-SM is ompute bound for small keys and has the same

performane as TPIE for large keys.

To get some kind of omparison for parallel disks, we run the other odes using Linux

Software-RAID 0.9 and 8� 128KByte stripes (larger stripes did not improve performane).

Here <stxxl> is between two and three times faster than TPIE and and sustains an I/O

bandwidth of 315 MByte/s for large elements. Muh of this advantage is lost when <stxxl>

also runs on the Software-RAID. Although we view as likely that the Software-RAID driver

eah KByte of disk spae aessed via O DIRECT.

13

We have a few measurements with 256 GBytes but the problem with ext2 mentioned above starts to

distort the results for this input size.
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an be improved, this performane di�erene might also be an indiation that treating disks

as independent devies is better than striping (as predited by theory).

Figure 8 shows the dependene of performane on element size in more detail. For

element sizes � 64, the merging phase starts to wait for I/Os and hene is I/O bound. The

run formation phase only beomes I/O bound for element sizes around 128. This indiates

areas for further optimization. For small elements, it should be better to replae key sorting

by sorters that always (or more often) move the entire elements. For example, we have

observed that the very simple loop that moves elements to the write bu�er when the key-
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Figure 9: Change in input time due to optimal prefething.
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Figure 10: Change in total merge time due to \optimal" prefething.

pointer pairs are already sorted an take up to 45 % of the CPU time of run formation. For

small keys it looks also promising to use parallelism. Already our heap mahine supports

four parallel threads.

We now turn to a more detailed analysis of prefething and overlapping of I/O and

omputation. We �rst fous on the read bu�ers and hene �x the write bu�er size to 4D

bloks in Figures 9{11. Figure 9 ompares the I/O time of the naive algorithm that tries to

feth bloks in the order spei�ed by � with optimal prefething. It varies the fration of the

read bu�er devoted to prefething. As one would expet from the theoretial analysis in [11℄,
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the I/O time dereases as this fration grows. However, Figure 10 indiates that the overall

time needed for merging is best if most of the read bu�er is dediated to overlapping I/O

and omputation. Only for very small read bu�ers there is a signi�ant di�erene between

the naive algorithm and optimal prefething.

In Figure 11 we ompare the overall merging time for the naive algorithm and the fol-

lowing heuristis for hoosing the prefeth bu�er size w as a funtion of the read bu�er size

r: w = 2D +

3

10

(r � 2D). We have not shown the empirially optimal hoie beause it is

very lose to this heuristis.
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Based on this heuristis for the read bu�er, Figure 12 explores the tradeo� between read

bu�er size and write bu�er size given a total bu�er size of 188 bloks. Although we see

the asymmetry between read bu�er size and write bu�er size predited by the theoretial

analysis, it turns out that write bu�ers muh larger than 2D bloks an be pro�table. A

likely reason is that a write bu�er of size w = aD bloks leads to an e�etive output blok

size of (a� 1)B thus reduing seek times and perhaps also rotational delays. Based on this

observation, we use the following heuristis for the write bu�er size in the subsequent �gures:

w = max(t=4; 2D) when the total number of bu�er bloks available for read and write bu�ers

is t. The total number of bloks available in our measurements is t = (M � kB)=B where

M = 512 MByte and k = d2N=Me is the number of runs.

Figure 13 shows the dependene of the exeution time on the blok size. We see that

blok sizes of several MBytes are needed for good performane. The main reason is the well

known observation that bloks should onsist of several disk traks to amortize seeks and

rotational delays over a large onseutive data transfer. This �gure is muh larger than the

blok sizes used in older studies beause the data density on hard disks has dramatially

inreased in the last years. This e�et is further ampli�ed in omparison to the SCSI disks

used in most other studies beause modern IDE disks have even higher data densities but

larger rotational delays and less opportunities for seek time optimization.

Nevertheless, the largest possible blok size is not optimal beause it leaves too little

room for read and write bu�ers. Hene, in most measurements we use the heuristis to

hoose half the largest possible blok size that is a power of two.

For very large inputs, Figure 13 shows that we already have to go below the \really

good" blok sizes beause of lak of bu�er spae. Still, it is not a good idea to swith to two

merge passes beause the overall time inreases even if we are able to stik to large blok

sizes with more passes. The large optimal blok sizes are an indiator that \asymptotially

eÆient" an also translate into \pratially relevant" beause simpler suboptimal parallel
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Figure 14: Dependene of sorting time on the input size.

disk algorithms often use logial bloks striped over the disks. On our system this leads to

a further redution of the possible blok size by a fator of about eight.

Finally, Figure 14 shows the overall performane for di�erent input size using all the

heuristis introdued above. Although we an stik to two passes, the exeution time per

element goes up beause we need to employ slower and slower zones, beause the blok sizes

go down, and beause the seek times during merging go up.

6 Disussion

We have engineered a sorting algorithm that ombines very high performane on state of the

art hardware with theoretial performane guarantees. This algorithm is ompute bound

although we use small random keys and a tuned linear time algorithm for run formation.

Similar observations are likely to apply to all external memory algorithms that exhibit good

spatial loality, i.e. those dominated by sanning, sorting, and similar operations. This

indiates that bandwidth is no longer a limiting fator for external memory algorithms if

parallel disks are used. Furthermore, the low prie of our hardware platform indiates that

whenever I/O bandwidth it an issue, the prie performane ratio an atually improve by

adding disks.

On the other hand, the fat that it is hallenging to sustain peak bandwidth for eight

disks on a dual proessor system implies that using even more disks requires more aggressive

use of parallel proessing. Currently it is not lear however how to ahieve that in a ost

eÆient way. Cheap networks with 100Mbit/s Ethernet support only about one �fth the

bandwidth of a heap disk. Even Gigabit Ethernet is not an answer.

Algorithmially, several promising improvements remain even for small heap mahines:

There are several ways to speed up run formation for small elements. During merging,
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it would be good to redue seek times for large inputs, either by some lever ompromise

between seek minimization and prefething, or by swithing to distribution sort that an be

implemented to have inherently low seek overhead.

As <stxxl> will grow beyond the limits of the STL, it is even more important to integrate

sorting tightly into the library. As in database systems, good implementations of external

memory algorithms move data in a pipelined fashion between various sanning and sorting

�lters. This pipelining has to be supported in a robust way. For example, we need a memory

management that works robustly even if several sorts go on at the same time.
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I N F O R M A T I K

Below you �nd a list of the most reent tehnial reports of the Max-Plank-Institut f�ur Informatik. They

are available by anonymous ftp from ftp.mpi-sb.mpg.de under the diretory pub/papers/reports. Most

of the reports are also aessible via WWW using the URL http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de. If you have any

questions onerning ftp or WWW aess, please ontat reports�mpi-sb.mpg.de. Paper opies (whih

are not neessarily free of harge) an be ordered either by regular mail or by e-mail at the address below.

Max-Plank-Institut f�ur Informatik

Library

attn. Anja Beker

Stuhlsatzenhausweg 85

66123 Saarbr�uken

GERMANY

e-mail: library�mpi-sb.mpg.de
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